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Quiet Revolution 
It is within the common sense of public life in Quebec to frame the Quiet 
Revolution as a cultural revolution leading to the interlaced development 
of new formations of sociality: secularization and educational reform; 
democratization and reconstruction of the state apparatus; the formation 
of a "national" business class. In other words, both erudite knowledges 
and popular memory frame the Quiet Revolution as both a process of 
modernization and the emergence of Quebec into m0dernity.l The cultural 
character of this interlaced development is most often viewed as a struc- 
turing shift in and between institutions, practices and mentalitbs. Thanks 
to this shift, the ratio between private and public action as well as between 
the "people" and the public institutions of state and economy are under- 
stood as having been transformed. 
At the same time, less attention has been paid to the concomitant elab- 
oration of a complex field of governmental action centred on the domains 
of culture: "elite" culture and the arts, popular culture and the cultural 
- - 
industries, heritage and museums, the cultural geography of the regions, 
language policy, immigration and the "cultural" communities. In addition, 
while the successive ministries of culture have acted as a central agency in 
this action, its interventions have extended into the actions of the majority 
of ministries. The most recent Cultural Policy, for example, lists fourteen 
ministries directly involved in intervention in the cultural field. Just as 
important are the relations between these domains of state action and the 
elaboration, inside and outside of the state, of a public discourse of QuCbC- 
cois identity subtending the more general claims to sovereign action of the 
Quebec state. We would argue that the key cultural significance of the 
social changes inaugurated by the Quiet Revolution has been nothing less 
than the production of the "Cultural" field itself as both the central legit- 
imating agency of government and as an emergent regime of social power.2 
This production of the "cultural" involves the elaboration of new forms 
of knowledge about le peuple qutbe'cois and hence new articulations of 
social difference within the population. L'identitaire que'be'cois is thus 
articulated across a dispositif which links temporal (language and ethnic- 
ity as the historical grounds of the people), spatial (the regions as the fig- 
uration of cultural difference within l'identitaire) and administrative (the 
structuring perspective of cultural development) logics in the formation of 
emergent state practices. At the same time, it involves the production of 
the field of la citoyennete' culturelle; a field of distinction of the citizen as 
both social subject, sovereign subject of a nation, and as object of new 
forms of political power linking the distinctive traits of the citizen with 
those of the cultural producer and consumer. 
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Rattles 
Every now and again, the quaint idea of radio as a kind of Talking Drum 
for the Global Village comes around for one more spin. In this romantic 
scenario, radio art is cast as an electronic echo of oral culture, harking 
